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Himkle [3] has showm that the direct product of column_ Inomomial matrix semigroups over 

groups is right self-injective. The author [12] has shown that the full tramsformation semigroup 

om a non-empty set (written on the left) is right self-'mjectiv~ and so every semigroup ~is embedded 

in a right self-iujective regular semigroup. While absolutely closed semigroups has been first 

studied im Isbell [7]. In Howie amd Isbelll [51 amd Scheiblich and Moore [8] it has been ' shown 

that imverse semigroups, totally divisiom-ordered semigroups, right ueft] simple semigroups, finite 

cyclic semigroups and fulll transformatiom selnigroups are absolutely closed. In S I we show that 

every right [left] self-~njective semigrowp is absollutely closed. This gives alternative proofs that 

right ~eft] simple semigroups, finite cyclic semigroups amd fulll transformation semigroups are 

absolutely closed. By using a result of [5] we show that the class of right [left] self-iujective 

[regular] semigrowps has the special amalgamation property. In S 2 we show that a commuta-

tive separative semigroup is absolutely closed if amd only if it is a semilattice of abelian groups. 

By using a characterization of self-injective iuverse semigroups [9] we give a structure theorem for 

self-imjective commutative separative semigroups. 

S 1. Right self-injective semigroups 

,, '' Throughout this paper we freely use the terms "right S system ,' S-homomor-

phism right self injective" and so on which are referred to [12] 

',, '' - , Let A, B be semigroups such that A is a subsemigroup of B. Then by Isbell [7] 

the set {b e B I f(b) = g(b) for all semigroups C and for all homomorphisms f, g : B->C 

such that f I A = g I A} is called the dominion of A in B and is denoted by DomB (A). 

A semigroup S is called absolutely closed if DomT (S) = S for all semigroups T con-

taining S as a subsemigroup. 

The following result is due to J. R. Isbell [7] 

THEOREM I . ([4, Isbell's zigzag theorem]) Let T be a semigroup and S a sub-

semigroup of T. Thenfor each d e T, d e DomT (S) if and only if d e S or t~ere exist 

s0', sl,..., S2,~eS and xl""' x~, yl,..., y~'eT. such that d=soyl' 0=' s x sl' S2_i-1yi= 
s2iyi+ 1' xiS2i=xi+ IS2i+ I (1 ~_i ~ m- 1), s2m- Iy~=s2~ an4 xms2m=d, 

By using Isbell's zigzag theorem we prove the following 

THEOREM 2. Evel'y right [left] self-injective semigroup is absolutely closed. 
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PROoF. Let S be a right self-injective semigroup and T a semigroup containing S 

as a subsemigroup. Suppose that there is d e DomT(S)¥S. Then by Isbell's zigzag 

theorem there exist so, sl,..., s2~e S and xl,..., x~, yl,..., y~ e T such that d=soyl, 

so =xlsl' S2i- I yi = s2iyi+ 1, xis2i=xi+ Is2i+ I (1 ~ i ~ m - 1), s2^,_ I J',,* = s2,~ and x~S2m = d. 

Consider S, T as right S-systems. Let cT, cs denote the inclusion mappings cT: S~'T, 

cs : S~'S, respectively. Since S is right self-injective, there exists an S-homomorphism 

~ : T~'S such that ~cT=cs' Hence, so = ~(so) = ~(xl)sl, ~(xi)s2i=~(xi+1)S2i+1 (1 ~ i 

~ m-1) and hence, d =soyl = ~(xl)slyl = ~(xl)s2y2 = ~(x2)s3y2= "' = ~(x~_1)s2~_2y~, 

= ~(x~)s2~_1y~ = ~(x~)s2~ e S. This is a contradiction. Then it follows that DomT(S) 

= S. Therefore we have that S is absolutely closed. The theorem holds 

The next result follows from Theorem 2 and Corollary I , 2 of [12] 

COROLLARY 1. I. ([8, H. Scheiblich and K. Moore]) Full transform.ation 
semigroups are absolutely closed. 

II. The direct product of column [row] monol'nial ma,trix semigroups over groups 

is absolately closed. 

According to [1l] a semigroup S with I is called completely right injective if every 

right S-system is injective. It is clear that all the homomorphic images of a completely 

right injective semigroup are completely right injective, of course, right self-injective 

It also follows from [12, Theorem 9] that any direct product of completely right 

mJectrve semrgroups is right self-injective. Thus we have 

COROLLARY 2. I. All the holnomorph,ic images of a completely right injective 

semigroup are absolutely closed. 

II. The direct product of completely right injective semigroups is absolutely closed. 

REMARK. It easily follows from Isbell's zigzag theorem that a semigroup S is 

absolutely closed if and only if So [Sl] is absolutely closed, where So [Sl] denotes 

the semigroup obtained from S by adjoining with zero [identity] . If a semigroup S 

is right simple, then S~ ( = (So)1) is completely right injective. Thus it follows from 

Corollary 2 that S is absolutely closed. Also, if a semigroup S is finite and cyclic, 

then we can show that S~ is a self-injective semigroup (see [12]). Then it follows 

from Theorem 2 that S is absolutely closed. These results have been obtained by 

Howie and Isbell [5] 

Let a be any class of algebras. According to Hall [2], if for some index set I, 

{Si : i e I} is an indexed set of algebras from a having a common subalgebra U also in 

a, then the list (Si : i e I : U) is called an amalgam from a. If. there exist an algebra W 

and monomorphisms ipi: Si~'W(i e I) such that ipi I U = ipj I U and ipi(Si) n cj(Sj) 

= ipi(U) for all distinct i, j e I, then the amalgam (Si : i e : U) is said to be strongly 

embeddable in W. If an amalgam of the form (S, S ; U) from a is strongly embeddable 

in an algebra from a, then U is said to be closed in S (within a). If U is closed in S 
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within a for all U, S e a with U~S, then a is said to have the special amalgamation 

pl'opel'ty. If every amalgam from a is strongly embeddable in an algebra from a, 

then a rs said to have the strong amalgamatjon property 

The following result is also due to J. R. Isbell. 

THEOREM 3. ([4, Theorem 2.3]) Let U, S be semigroups such that U is a 
subsemigl'oup of S. Then U is closed in S (within the class of semigroups) if and 

only if Doms (U) = U. 

The following result follows from Theorems 2 and 3 above and Corollary 3 of 
[12] . 

THEOREM 4. Tl･re class of right [left] self-injective [regular] semigroups has 

the special amalgamation property. 

The following example, which is obtained by modifying an example in Imaoka 

[6] , shows that the class of right [left] self-injective [regular] semigroups does not 

have the strong amalgamation property 

EXAMPLE. Let U={O, e, f, g, 1}, V= {O, e, f, g, h, 1} and W= {O, e, f, g, x, y, z, 1} 

be semigroups with the following multiplicative tables : 

U 
O
 

f
 
g
 
1
 

O efg l 

OOOOO 
Oefge 
Oef9f 
Oef99 
O ef9 1 

γ Oθ∫σゐ1

O OOOOOO
θ Oθ∫σ！θ

！ Oθ！σ！∫

σ Oθ！σσσ

乃 Oθ∫σゐ乃

1 Oθ∫9ゐ1

W Oefgxyzl 
O
 oOOoOOOO 
e
 O e fg x y z e 
f
 

O ef 9 xy z f 
g
 Oef9xyzg 
x Oxyxxyzx 
y
 Oxyxxyzy 
z
 Ozzzxyzz 
1
 Oe x zl efgxy 

By [1l] U, V and W are completely right injective, of course, right self-injective and 

regular. Suppose now that the amalgam (V, W: U) is embedded in a semigroup S. 

But in S we have xh=(xe)h=x(eh) = xf=y and xh=(xg)h=x(gh) =xg =x. This is a 

contradiction. Hence the amalgam ( V, W: U) can not be embedded in any semigroup. 

S 2. Commutative separative semigroups 

Let S be a commutative separative semigroup. Then by [1, Theorem 4.18] S is 

uniquely expressible as a semilattice A of archimedean cancellative semigroups Sa 
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(cc e A) and S can be embedded in a semigroup T which is the same semilattice A of 

groups .G*'(cc e_ A) where G. is the quotient group of S. for each oc e A, i.e., every element 

of G* can be expressed in the fonn ab-1 with a and b in S*. 

Let ~, ~ be homomorphisms of T to any semigroup W such that ~ I S = ~ I S 

Then for each oc e A, ~(G.) and ~(G.) are contained in a subgroup H of W. Hence 

~(a~1) = ~(a~1) for all a e S*. Because that both ~(a~1) and ~(a~1) are inverses of 

~(a) in the group. H. Then it is clear that, ~ I G. = ~ I G*. Therefore we have , ~ = ~ 

This implies that DomT (S) = T. Therefore if a commutative separative semigroup S 

is ab'.olutely cl-osed, then S i-s a seinilattice of abelian groups. Conversely, by [4, 

Theorem 2.3] , a semilattice of abelian groups is absolutely closed. Thus we have 

THEOREM 5. Let S be a commutative separative semigroup. Then S is abso-
lutely closed if and only if S is a semilattice of abelian groinps 

In [10] we studied self-injective non-singular semigroups and showed that every 

self-injective non-singular semigroup is a semilattice of groups and that every com-

mutative non-singular semigroup is separative. Furthermore, by Theorems I and 3 

we have 

THEOREM 6. Every self-injective separative commutative selnigroup is a semi-

lattice of abelian groups. 

In [9] B. Schein characterized self-injective inverse semigroups as follows 

Let S be an inverse semigroup and Es the set of idempotents of S. A subset B 

of S is compatible if for each b e B there is eb e Es'with beb = b and be*=ceb for all 

b, c e B. Define an order ~ on S by a ~ b (a, b e S) if and only if a ~ bEs' Then 

(1) S is complete if every compatible set B of S has the least upper bount v B relatively 

to ~ , (2) S is infinitely distributive if ( v B)a = v Ba for any compatible set B of S 

and for any a e S, and (3) S is Es~reflexive if st e Es (s, t e S) implies ts e Es 

THEOREM 7. ([9, Theorem 2.3]) Let S be an inverse semigroup and Es the set 

of idempotents of S. Then S is self-injective if and only if S is complete, infinitelJ' 

distributive and Es~reflexive. 

Here we can obtain the following 

THEOREM 8. Let S be a commutative semigroup. Then S is self-injective and 

separative if and only if S is a semilattice A of abelian groups G. (oc e A) satisfying 

thefollowrng conditrons (1) A(-E ) rs self rnJectwe (2) f07 any set {9.}.~x such 

that g.ep =gpe. (Qe, P e X, g. e G., gp e Gp, e., ep are identities of G., Gp, respectively), 

there exists a unique g eGV such that ge.=g. for all oc e X, where y = v X. 

PROoF. The "only if" part : Let S be a self-injective separative commutative 

semigroup. By Theorem 6, S is a semilattice A of abelian groups G. (oc e A). Let Es 
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be a semilattice of all idempotents of S. Then Es is isomorphic to A. On the other 

hand, it easily follows from Theorem 7 that Es is complete, infinitely distributive, 

equivalently, Es is self-injective. Therefore the condition (1) is satisfied. Let B 

{9.}*=x be as given in the condition (2). . It is clear that B is a compatible set. By 

Theorem 7 there exrsts g e G such that ge* =g. for all oc e X (.y= v X). The condi-

tion (_-~) is satisfied. The "if" part : We first show that S is complete. Let A be a 

compatible set of S. If A is empty, then the least upper bound of A in Es is the one of 

A in S, since Es is complete. On the other hand, if A is non-empty, say, .A={9*}.=x, 

then by the condition (2)_ , there exists g e Gy Suc_h that ge. = g* -(oc e X). , where y = v X. 

It is easy to check that g is the least upper bound of A. Therefore, S is complete. 

Since Es is infinitely distributive, so is S. It is also clear that S is Es~reflexive. Then 

the theorem follows from Theorem 7. 
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